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Page 35. The text for the section titled ‘Mithridatic Wars 88–63 BC’ has got jumbled. The correct layout is as follows:
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legionaries would continue training 
and military exercises to ensure 
peak physical fitness and combat 
readiness. Men would sign up for 
a period of sixteen years’ service 
(later increased to twenty) with the 
promise of a pension and a plot of 
land in a conquered territory. By 
the time the Teutones and Cimbri 
resumed their raids on Roman 
territory, Marius' reformed legions 

easily vanquished them. Marius’s 
reforms of the Roman army 
consolidated and enhanced Roman 
military prowess and prestige, but 
they also unwittingly lit the spark 
for the turmoil that would engulf 
the Republic in the 1st century bc. 
Because the Roman state refused 
to fund pensions or make grants 
of land to retiring veterans, the 
responsibility to provide these fell on 

to the generals of the legions instead, 
leading to the creation of client 
armies, with the soldiers’ loyalties 
now transferred from the state to 
their respective generals. The mighty 
Roman legions would now become 
the leverage used by ambitious and 
power-hungry generals to pursue 
their political goals, whether it 
undermined the Republic’s political 
foundations or not.

The Mithridatic Wars 88–63 bc 

Caesarian Roman 
Legionaries

Marius suffered a serious blow to 
his credibility after an attempt to 
persuade the senate to back state 
funded land grants to his veterans 
failed. He went into voluntary 
exile but would soon return. In the 
meantime, a new enemy had arisen 
to challenge Rome in its eastern 
kingdoms. Mithridates, ruler of 
the Hellenistic kingdom of Pontus 
(modern day northern Turkey) 
chafed at Roman expansion in the 
east. While Rome was preoccupied 
fighting its former allies in the 
Social War, Mithridates seized the 
opportunity to invade and capture 
the neighbouring kingdoms of 
Bithynia and Cappadocia, both client 
states of Rome. The small Roman 
garrisons were easily overwhelmed, 
and Mithridates won the support 
of several Greek coastal cities, 
culminating in his dispatching an 
army to Greece when Athens invited 
him to liberate the country from 
Roman rule.

The senate appointed a conservative 
aristocrat, Lucius Cornelius Sulla 
(138–78 bc) to lead the campaign 
against Mithridates. A veteran military 
officer who had served under Marius 
in his wars in Numidia and against 
the Germanic tribes, Sulla identified 
with the optimates faction in the 
senate, in opposition to Marius, and 
had been elected to the consulship in 
88 bc. When they had served together, 
there had been no ill will between 
the two men, but Marius had coveted 
the appointment to lead an army 
against Mithridates. Now that Sulla 
had been granted the command, 
Marius intrigued against his former 
subordinate, and succeeded in getting 
a popular vote through that dismissed 
Sulla and gave command of the 
campaign to Marius. 

An outraged Sulla had the backing of 
the army and broke all convention by 
marching it against the city of Rome 
itself, forcing Marius to flee for his life.

Sulla went on to invade Greece, 
driving out Mithridates’ army and 

forcing him to terms. Meanwhile, 
taking advantage of Sulla’s absence, 
Marius had returned to Italy where 
he won over a legion to his cause. 
Yet again the city would find itself 
marched on by one of its own 
armies, a willing spear tip wielded 
by an ambitious general. Marius 
easily took the city, putting many 
of Sulla’s leading supporters in the 
optimates faction to death. 

When Sulla finally returned from 
the east in 83 bc, Marius had died 
of natural causes. His supporters 
within the city put up a fierce 
resistance against Sulla’s attempt to 
retake it, but they were eventually 
overcome, hunted down and 
killed. Sulla assumed the mantle 
of dictator, a temporary role under 
the constitution, invoked in times 
of dire emergency for the Republic. 
Sulla restored the powers of the 
aristocratic senate at the expense 
of the plebeian class. He died in 78 
bc, but his attempts to shore up 
aristocratic power had only added to 
the roiling discontent.

Hail Caesar 2nd edition rulebook 
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Page 127. The table for Hand-to-Hand Combat tests is incorrect. The correct table is below.
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Score Troop Type Result

10 or more

Infantry Hold your ground without penalty

Cavalry Hold your ground without penalty

Skirmishers Hold your ground without penalty

9

Infantry Hold your ground without penalty

Cavalry Give ground in good order together with supports

Skirmishers Give ground disordered

8

Infantry Hold your ground without penalty

Cavalry Give ground in good order together with supports

Skirmishers Break if shaken otherwise Give ground disordered

7

Infantry Give ground in good order together with supports

Cavalry Give ground disordered together with supports

Skirmishers Break

6

Infantry Give ground in good order together with supports

Cavalry Give ground disordered together with supports

Skirmishers Break 

5

Infantry Give ground disordered together with supports

Cavalry Break if shaken otherwise Give ground together with supports – all disordered

Skirmishers Break

4

Infantry Break if shaken otherwise Give ground together with supports – all disordered

Cavalry Break if shaken otherwise Give ground together with supports – all disordered

Skirmishers Break

3

Infantry Break if shaken otherwise Give ground together with supports – all disordered

Cavalry Break 

Skirmishers Break

2 or  
less

Infantry Break

Cavalry Break 

Skirmishers Break

Romano-British 
Infantry

Page 218. For 
the Moving 
Units Table, 
the text in the 
second entry is 
incorrect. The 
corrected table 
is shown right.
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Reduction in 
Leadership for 
Distance
u If the distance from the 
commander to the unit he wishes to 
give an order is 12" or greater, then 
his Leadership Rating is reduced by 
-1 for every full 12" distance between 
them. Exceptions to this rule are 
noted below.

u No modifiers for distance are 
applied to the following units 
unless they form part of a division 
as noted below:

• Skirmishers in open order

• Light cavalry in open order

• Horse archers in open order

u When issuing orders to a 
division, the distance penalty is 
applied in respect of the unit that 
is the greatest distance from the 
commander and to which a penalty 
is normally applied (i.e., not an 
exception as noted above). However, 
any penalty applies to all the units 
in the division including those that 
are normally exempt. This means 
all units test against the same value 
when acting as a body.

Free Moves

u A unit in column formation 
moves once if it has failed its order.

u A tiny unit will move once if it has 
failed its order.

u A baggage, carriage, wagon, or 
comparable unit will move once if 
it has failed its order and is also on a 
road or track.

u Some units have a special rule 
entitling them to a free move if they 
fail their order – specifically Drilled 
and Eager units.

u Units from broken divisions can 
move once if they fail an order or if 
no order is attempted, even where 
disordered. They must use this free 
‘retire’ move to attempt to leave  
the battlefield. 

u Units making an evade move are 
also entitled to move once, even 
if their order is failed. This is not 
strictly speaking a ‘free move’ as it 
happens outside the move part of 
the turn but is included here for the 
sake of completeness. See Evades. 

Orders to 
Off-Table units 
u Units yet to enter the game can be 
given orders. 

 a If the commander is also off the 
table, then no distance penalty 
applies. If the whole division is 
off the table, it can be given a 
division order without applying 
distance penalties. 

 b If the commander is on the  
table, measure the distance to 
the table edge where the unit or 
division will enter. 

u Units that have left the table can 
re-enter by being given orders so 
long as they are not shaken or units 
from broken divisions.

 a If the commander is on the table, 
then measure the distance to the 
point on the table edge where 
the unit left the battle. 

 b If the commander has also left the 
battle no distance penalties apply 
to any units that are off table. 

u Units entering or returning to the 
table always move 6" onto the table 
as their first move. 

u A division moving onto the 
battlefield might not be able to fit all 

its units onto the table at once. Any 
units following from behind are still 
assumed to have been moved along 
with the rest of their division and 
will automatically move onto the 
table once there is room for them to 
do so.

Blunders

u Any roll of a 12 (double 6) made 
when issuing an order is a blunder. 
If the commander is also the army’s 
general, then this can be re-rolled so 
long as the general has not already 
used his re-roll that turn. However, 
a re-rolled result always stands even 
if it is worse than the original and 
even if it is a blunder. 

u To resolve a blunder roll a dice 
and consult the blunder table.

Movement 
Rates of Units

Movement and
Proximity to Enemy
u Except where governed by the 
proximity of enemy, units are free to 
move in any direction or orientation 
so long as no model moves more 
than the distance allowed. 

u Formed units that have enemy 
within 12" and to their front, even 
if only partially, are governed by 

Moving Units Table

Infantry, Elephants, Wagons 
and Baggage, Man-portable 
Artillery, Cataphract Cavalry, 
and Heavy Chariots

6"

Light Chariots and Cavalry 
other than Cataphracts. 9"

Light Cavalry in open order and 
Horse Archers in open order. 12"

Page 85. For the Moving Units Table, the text in the second 
entry is incorrect. The corrected table is as follows:

Moving Units

A unit in receipt of orders can 
potentially move up to three times 
in a single turn depending upon the 
result of the test when issuing orders. 
The total distance a unit moves 
during the Command part of the 
turn therefore varies. For example, an 
infantry unit could potentially move 
18" in total, a heavy cavalry unit 27" in 
total, and a light cavalry unit in open 
order 36" in total.

Strictly speaking, if a unit is entitled 
to move two or three times, then 
it makes two or three separate 
and distinct moves. However, for 
convenience, players may combine 
their movement distances into a 
single move and make all three 
moves at once. So, an infantry unit 
with three moves can be moved 18", 
for example. However, there will be 
situations where it is necessary to 
break moves down, in which case it is 
usually sufficient for a player to move 
a token base and then to reassemble 
the whole unit in its final position. 

The Moving Units Table shows the 
standard move distances for units 
in inches. This is the distance a 
unit of that type may travel as part 
of ‘a move’. A unit can move twice 
this distance if it has ‘two moves’, 
and triple this distance if unit has 
‘three moves’. Movement distances 
are generally very straightforward: 
less mobile troops such as infantry, 
elephants, and baggage move 6" at 
a time, faster troops such as cavalry 
and light chariots move 9", whilst 
light cavalry and horse archers in 
open order are allowed a move of 12".

When a unit moves, individual 
models or bases are free to move 
in any direction or orientation so 
long as the unit retains the same 

formation as a whole and no portion 
of the unit moves further than the 
distance allowed, except where 
specifically permitted by the rules. 
This enables a unit to swing about, 
to reverse its facing, move to its 
right or left, move at an angle, go 
forwards or backwards, or make any 
comparable manoeuvre the player 
might wish. 

This rather free and easy method of 
moving allows for a fast-paced game 
that emphasises the manoeuvre of 
the army rather than detailed drill 
of individual units. However, there 
are some situations that constrain 
a unit’s ability to manoeuvre freely, 
and the most important of these is 
the proximity rule.

Moving Units Table

Infantry, Elephants, Wagons and Baggage, Man-portable Artillery, 
Cataphract Cavalry, and Heavy Chariots 6"

Light Chariots and Cavalry other than Cataphracts. 9"

Light Cavalry in open order and Horse Archers in open order. 12"
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Romano-British leap from their ship to fight in northern England
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Hail Caesar 2nd edition – Gamer’s Edition 

Page 73. The table for Hand-to-Hand Combat tests is incorrect. The correct table is below.
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Score Troop Type Result

10 or more

Infantry Hold your ground without penalty

Cavalry Hold your ground without penalty

Skirmishers Hold your ground without penalty

9

Infantry Hold your ground without penalty

Cavalry Give ground in good order together with supports

Skirmishers Give ground disordered

8

Infantry Hold your ground without penalty

Cavalry Give ground in good order together with supports

Skirmishers Break if shaken otherwise Give ground disordered

7

Infantry Give ground in good order together with supports

Cavalry Give ground disordered together with supports

Skirmishers Break

6

Infantry Give ground in good order together with supports

Cavalry Give ground disordered together with supports

Skirmishers Break 

5

Infantry Give ground disordered together with supports

Cavalry Break if shaken otherwise Give ground together with supports – all disordered

Skirmishers Break

4

Infantry Break if shaken otherwise Give ground together with supports – all disordered

Cavalry Break if shaken otherwise Give ground together with supports – all disordered

Skirmishers Break

3

Infantry Break if shaken otherwise Give ground together with supports – all disordered

Cavalry Break 

Skirmishers Break

2 or  
less

Infantry Break

Cavalry Break 

Skirmishers Break

Romano-British 
Infantry

Page 122. For 
the Moving 
Units Table, 
the text in the 
second entry is 
incorrect. The 
corrected table 
is shown right.
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Reduction in 
Leadership for 
Distance
u If the distance from the 
commander to the unit he wishes to 
give an order is 12" or greater, then 
his Leadership Rating is reduced by 
-1 for every full 12" distance between 
them. Exceptions to this rule are 
noted below.

u No modifiers for distance are 
applied to the following units 
unless they form part of a division 
as noted below:

• Skirmishers in open order

• Light cavalry in open order

• Horse archers in open order

u When issuing orders to a 
division, the distance penalty is 
applied in respect of the unit that 
is the greatest distance from the 
commander and to which a penalty 
is normally applied (i.e., not an 
exception as noted above). However, 
any penalty applies to all the units 
in the division including those that 
are normally exempt. This means 
all units test against the same value 
when acting as a body.

Free Moves

u A unit in column formation 
moves once if it has failed its order.

u A tiny unit will move once if it has 
failed its order.

u A baggage, carriage, wagon, or 
comparable unit will move once if 
it has failed its order and is also on a 
road or track.

u Some units have a special rule 
entitling them to a free move if they 
fail their order – specifically Drilled 
and Eager units.

u Units from broken divisions can 
move once if they fail an order or if 
no order is attempted, even where 
disordered. They must use this free 
‘retire’ move to attempt to leave  
the battlefield. 

u Units making an evade move are 
also entitled to move once, even 
if their order is failed. This is not 
strictly speaking a ‘free move’ as it 
happens outside the move part of 
the turn but is included here for the 
sake of completeness. See Evades. 

Orders to 
Off-Table units 
u Units yet to enter the game can be 
given orders. 

 a If the commander is also off the 
table, then no distance penalty 
applies. If the whole division is 
off the table, it can be given a 
division order without applying 
distance penalties. 

 b If the commander is on the  
table, measure the distance to 
the table edge where the unit or 
division will enter. 

u Units that have left the table can 
re-enter by being given orders so 
long as they are not shaken or units 
from broken divisions.

 a If the commander is on the table, 
then measure the distance to the 
point on the table edge where 
the unit left the battle. 

 b If the commander has also left the 
battle no distance penalties apply 
to any units that are off table. 

u Units entering or returning to the 
table always move 6" onto the table 
as their first move. 

u A division moving onto the 
battlefield might not be able to fit all 

its units onto the table at once. Any 
units following from behind are still 
assumed to have been moved along 
with the rest of their division and 
will automatically move onto the 
table once there is room for them to 
do so.

Blunders

u Any roll of a 12 (double 6) made 
when issuing an order is a blunder. 
If the commander is also the army’s 
general, then this can be re-rolled so 
long as the general has not already 
used his re-roll that turn. However, 
a re-rolled result always stands even 
if it is worse than the original and 
even if it is a blunder. 

u To resolve a blunder roll a dice 
and consult the blunder table.

Movement 
Rates of Units

Movement and
Proximity to Enemy
u Except where governed by the 
proximity of enemy, units are free to 
move in any direction or orientation 
so long as no model moves more 
than the distance allowed. 

u Formed units that have enemy 
within 12" and to their front, even 
if only partially, are governed by 

Moving Units Table

Infantry, Elephants, Wagons 
and Baggage, Man-portable 
Artillery, Cataphract Cavalry, 
and Heavy Chariots

6"

Light Chariots and Cavalry 
other than Cataphracts. 9"

Light Cavalry in open order and 
Horse Archers in open order. 12"

Page 31. For the Moving Units Table, the text in the second 
entry is incorrect. The corrected table is as follows:

Moving Units

A unit in receipt of orders can 
potentially move up to three times 
in a single turn depending upon the 
result of the test when issuing orders. 
The total distance a unit moves 
during the Command part of the 
turn therefore varies. For example, an 
infantry unit could potentially move 
18" in total, a heavy cavalry unit 27" in 
total, and a light cavalry unit in open 
order 36" in total.

Strictly speaking, if a unit is entitled 
to move two or three times, then 
it makes two or three separate 
and distinct moves. However, for 
convenience, players may combine 
their movement distances into a 
single move and make all three 
moves at once. So, an infantry unit 
with three moves can be moved 18", 
for example. However, there will be 
situations where it is necessary to 
break moves down, in which case it is 
usually sufficient for a player to move 
a token base and then to reassemble 
the whole unit in its final position. 

The Moving Units Table shows the 
standard move distances for units 
in inches. This is the distance a 
unit of that type may travel as part 
of ‘a move’. A unit can move twice 
this distance if it has ‘two moves’, 
and triple this distance if unit has 
‘three moves’. Movement distances 
are generally very straightforward: 
less mobile troops such as infantry, 
elephants, and baggage move 6" at 
a time, faster troops such as cavalry 
and light chariots move 9", whilst 
light cavalry and horse archers in 
open order are allowed a move of 12".

When a unit moves, individual 
models or bases are free to move 
in any direction or orientation so 
long as the unit retains the same 

formation as a whole and no portion 
of the unit moves further than the 
distance allowed, except where 
specifically permitted by the rules. 
This enables a unit to swing about, 
to reverse its facing, move to its 
right or left, move at an angle, go 
forwards or backwards, or make any 
comparable manoeuvre the player 
might wish. 

This rather free and easy method of 
moving allows for a fast-paced game 
that emphasises the manoeuvre of 
the army rather than detailed drill 
of individual units. However, there 
are some situations that constrain 
a unit’s ability to manoeuvre freely, 
and the most important of these is 
the proximity rule.

Moving Units Table

Infantry, Elephants, Wagons and Baggage, Man-portable Artillery, 
Cataphract Cavalry, and Heavy Chariots 6"

Light Chariots and Cavalry other than Cataphracts. 9"

Light Cavalry in open order and Horse Archers in open order. 12"
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Romano-British leap from their ship to fight in northern England


